in 1999 they had shrunk to approximately 3 months^ Ever-decreasing model life cycles is only one manifestation of the increasing rate of change. According to Michael Dell, founder of Dell Computer, in 1998 the cost of materials was declining at 50 percent a year. From 1997 to early 1999 this pace of devaluation was fueled by the dramatic decline of DRAM and hard disk drive prices and the market entry of cloners of the Intel Pentium microprocessor, which forced Intel to respond with a quickening pace of price reductions. PC parts and components share attributes with perishable commodities such as fresh fruits and vegetables or high-fashion clothing.** In the PC industry, even more than in other computer market segments, price and time are intimately connected, '' In contrast to the compiex tasks and decisions facing many PC component industries, the simplicity of assembly and ease with which components can be purchased have created low market-entry barriers for PC assemblers. This means purchasing, marketing, and logistics are the most important links in the value chain that the PC assemblers can manipulate to create unique advantages. One might expea that in such an environment profits would be nearly nonexistent, but that is not the case. The PC business can be highly profitable, but it is difficult to survive-as many Japanese, Korean, and U.S. firms have found to their chagrin. Missteps can be fatal: excess inventory depredates quickly, resulting in ruinous losses, and failure to get the newest products quickly to market also leads to losses. Thus, time management has become the key to survival and success.
This article examines the dynamics of product devaluation in the PC industry and how firms have re-invented or changed their business models in an increasingly time-sensitive, competitive market. New business models are constantly being introduced. For example, the build-to-order assemblers introduced a new business model that forced the entire PC industry to rethink how it manages the value chain. The next step is likely to be the introduction of Internet-based purchasing. Simultaneously, older business models come under severe pressure.
The PC industry is a critical case study because the PC in a network is the central appliance for organizing work for an increasing proportion of the workforce.
The PC Industry Environment
Tbe PC industry has two fundamental features. First, the modular nature of PC production and the availability of components on the open market has led to competition at nearly every stage of the value chain. Second, the high rate of produa innovation, especially in semiconductors and magnetic storage, means assemblers must upgrade their produas as quickly as possible or risk losses on their PCs containing older or obsolete components.
The first feature, the modular nature of the PC, is a legacy of IBM's decision to purchase the microprocessor and the software operating system from outside vendors.'" IBM decided to outsource for several reasons, the most important of which were the desire to develop and introduce the PC quickly and the need to escape IBM's high-cost structure and ponderous bureaucracy." After this decision, IBM's attempts to reestablish vertical control came to naught. So, the traditional "make or buy" decision for components was available only before Introduaion of the PC. After PCs were generally available, their configuration became an open standard. Of course, not all of the PCs' components are open. The assemblers' dependence on other firms in the value chain has created opportunities for 'hold-up" by privileged suppliers in the value chain (the two most notable of which are Microsoft and Intel).'^ Befitting their position, tliey have been fabulously profitable. However, they have been careful not to exploit their position to such a great extent as to drive customers to another operating system or microprocessor design.
The modular nature of PCs means that the specifications for linking various components are freely available. Moreover, no one company in the PC value chain integrates the entire chain, and with the exception of operating system software (Microsoft) and, to a slightly lesser degree, microprocessors {Intel, AMD, Cyrix, Integrated Device Technology), there is competition at every link of the chain. In other words, the value chain is disaggregated. This does not mean that there is no value chain integration; for example, IBM assembles PCs and produces hard disk drives and some integrated circuitry. Despite this, even IBM purchases most of its components. An example of the complicated nature of the situation is the fact that IBM makes, sells, and buys hard disk drives."
A PC is assembled from a combination of separately produced components with a few simple tools. The direct labor cost in final assembly is generally less than 5 percent of the total cost of a personal computer or workstation.'" In the case of Dell, actual hardware assembly accounts for only about 10 minutes of the overall 4-hour process; burn-in and testing consumes over half the total time.'' All the components required to assemble a PC are readily available on the open market to Individuals or commercial PC assembler/marketers, but volume discounts are significant. Because of the relative ease of market entry, relative lack of scale economies or intellectual property barriers, and the simplicity of produaion, there is linle value added in the assembly process.
The final assemblers appear to have an excellent position because they can rely upon the external capabilities of their component suppliers; i.e., the assemblers do not need to invest in research."^ And yet, with little research and development, little proteaable intellectual property, and no strong market control, the assemblers are vulnerable to pressure from key component suppliers such as Intel and Microsoft, which have a powerful ability to affecn the assemblers' business position, as Intergraph Inc. discovered in its dispute with Intel.'Ê xamples of this power are the reluctance of PC assemblers to testify against Microsoft in the antitrust case being litigated in Washington and Intel's threats to withhold microprocessors from companies with which it is involved in disputes, such as patent litigation. In this environment, the assemblers find il hard to develop significant core competencies based on either research or manufacturing.'* The second essential feature of the PC market is its rapid rate of change. The simplest form of change is the introduction of new components. In the past, heing late in incorporating the newest components led to rapid loss of market share. For example, IBM's decision to gradually switch from the 80286 Intel microprocessor to the 80386 allowed Compaq to introduce the powerful new microprocessor first in September 1986 and gain significant market share.''' Premium pricing is nearly always concentrated in the newest components (and computers containing them), so suppliers are motivated to innovate and then do everything possible to push the new introductions into the channels as quickly as possible. Assemblers are eager lo incorporate the latest technology into their systems, both hecause of the higher margins on cutting-edge systems, and the customers desire to run the newest PC software. This means that gaining market acceptance for new components is usually not difficult. From the introduction of the IBM PC in August 1981 there has been a gradual, hut perceptible, increase in the pace of change.
With an assembled modular product, the pace of change, both technically and economically, is driven hy its various components. Constant dramatic improvements in performance for roughly the same price is explained by the fact that two of the most valuable components in a PC, semiconductors and hard disk drives (HDDs), are subjea to extremely rapid technological improvetnent. The first and most famous improvement dynamic is descrihed by Moore's Law, which states that the performance of semiconductors will douhle roughly every 18 months.^" Moreover, the new chip will be sold at roughly the same price as a chip with one-half the capability sold for 18 months earlier. Intel, the leading microprocessor producer, has made the rapid development of new product generations and sub-generations a cornerstone of its business model.^' Similarly, in the 1990s the per-megabyte cost of HDD magnetic storage experienced an even faster decline as the density of data storage doubled every 17 months." Here again, HDD makers developed a model of charging roughly the same price for their newest introductions ($300-400 wholesale) and progressively less for their older models. In performance-adjusted terms, the prices are constantly collapsing.^'
There have been only a few studies of the price declines of the various PC components. For semiconduaors used in PCs, Grimm found that from 1985 to 1996 the average annual rate of decline in the price of microprocessors per transistor was 35 percent, and for memory chips, the average annual rate of decline per transistor was 20 percent.'" For HDDs in the PC market from 1980 to 1989, the average annual rate of price decline per megabyte of storage was 30.3 percent.^' Thus, over 50 percent of the total PC cost is on a continuous and dramatic downward trajectory.
Given that several of the most critical components are constantly dropping in value, it should he no surprise that the performance-adjusted price of an assembled PC also drops. In a study of a numher of different PC models from 1982 to 1988, Berndt and Griliches found thai prices dropped between 20 and 41 percent per annum over the life of a model.^" Based on data for the early 1990s, Steffetis showed ihat the declines are most rapid for newly introduced PC models and are much slower for vintage models, most of which are no longer produced by the top-tier companies.-''
The persistent tendency for the price of the most technology-intensive components to drop for any specified performance level is difficult enough to manage. However, there are also periods of extreme price instability due either to overcapacity in certain components or to increased competition in a particular component segment. For the PC assembler this means that inventory problems extend far beyond simply having capital in process and storage costs. They expose the owner not only to traditional shrinkage, but also lo the risks associated with more unpredictable price declines.^* To gain a better understanding of the current situation, it is helpful to see how technical intiovation, price erosion, and new PC firms have evolved during the 1980s and 1990s. In the 1980s, IBM was the dominant force in pricing as the premium brand and was able to extract a rent from customers in the form of 18 percent net operating margins.^** Compaq was able to establish itself as a competitor with comparable quality, but slightly lower cost.'" However, improving quality and the assurance of compaiibility simplified market entry for secondtier producers, especially in the low-end market. They were able to offer significantly lower prices and still be prt)fitable because Compaq had a 67 percent price premium over a comparable Gateway 2000 computer."
In 1992, Compaq responded to low-cost competitors by dramatically lowering its margins and engineering costs out of its value chain. After this decision, a new pricing regime developed in which it was largely accepted that business customers would spend about $3,000 fora high-end system capable of running the most recent software and that it would be obsolete in approximately 2 years as new software applications made the computer too slow. Thus, the price for a new high-performance computer remained relatively constant at approximately $2,500 to $3,000, though performance continually improved. This was a siable environment that permitted firms anywhere in the value chain to calculate roughly what their price should be to fit into a particular price range's machines. For the computer assembler, the bulk of their profits came from these high-end machines that customers wanted so they could run the ever-larger and slower software packages."
The extreme competitive pressure brought about by the relatively open market for PC parts and components places a generalized downward price pressure on PCs. Large numbers of companies occupy several component market niches such as niainboards, video and sound cards, and network cards; for example, globally there are nearly 100 companies producing mainboards." Other components, such as memory chips or hard disk drives, are produced by a smaller number of companies; but these companies are also locked in desperate competition. For example, the HDD industry, which consists of less than ten major competitors, suffers recurring large losses due to overcapacity and concomitant price pressure. In late 1997, Seagate, the market leader, took a $250 million charge for the fourth quarter of 1997 and laid off 10,000 workers because of overcapacity." in 1997. even microprocessors, largely dominated by Intel, experienced more rapid than expected price declines due to the introduction of fully-compatible microprocessors cloned by Advanced Micro Devices (K6 chip) and Cyrix (6x86 MX chip). These microprocessors, roughly comparable in performance to Intel's middle market offerings, are sold at lower prices. For example. Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) promised to undercut Intel's prices by 25 percent for comparable parts.*' In response, Intel was compelled to accelerate its pattern of regularly scheduled price reductions.'" The only company not compelled to enter the price-cutting fray was Microsoft.
At the end of 1996, another major discontinuity in the PC market occurred as Packard Bell and then Compaq introduced sub-$IOOO PCs capable of handling all popular software programs. The average cost per system sold experienced a rapid erosion as prices decreased from $1,800 for an average retail PC to nearly $1,000. In April 1999, sub-$1000 PCs accounted for 68 percent of ail retail PC purchases, with sub-$600 category growing very quickly.*^ The sub-$1000 category was made possible by the development of clones of the Intel Pentium microprocessor by AMD, Cyrix, and IDT as well as tlie reduction of prices of memory and HDDs. The sub-$400 machine was also coming into ihe marketplace. This discontinuity occurred because the relationship between constantly new and larger software applications and improved hardware performance broke down. As soon as no new software demanding faster processing was introduced, the demand for high-end machines costing approximately $3,000 waned.'** The speed of change has not slackened, although its character has shifted to some degree. Whereas blazing speed had been the goal for microprocessors, the already existing but subsidiary goal of integrating more functions previously contained on separate chips onto the same chip with ihe microprocessor (the so-called "systetn-on-a-chip") increased in imponance. For example, the Cyrix Media GX chip integrated some graphical and multimedia hardware ftmctions into the microprocessor and main chipset. The elimination ol separate chips lowered costs, further simplifying the PC and often increasing overall PC speed. In 1998, several systems producers, most notably Compaq and Hewlett-Packard, sold PCs using the Media GX for between $499 and $999.'"
The 1997-1998 price decrease was made possible by four synchronous developments in components. First, overcapacity in DRAMs caused a bitter price war; the price per megabyte of memory dropped 62 percent during 1997 and continued to drop in 1998.-'" Second, overcapacity in HDDs triggered another brutal price war; server disk drives (9 gigabytes or more) dropped in price from about 11 cents per megabyte in 1996 to about 5 cents per megabyte in early 1998, and they are expected to be at about 3 cents in 1999."' Third, and most important, three Intel-compatible miaoprocessor producers-AMD, Cyrix, and IDT-entered the low end of the market with much cheaper microprocessors. The final reason was that the newest "killer" application, Internet browsing, did not require a faster PC.
The standard components of a PC, such as the case, mouse, keyboard, and floppy drives showed much slower improvement and experienced far slower price declines. For example, in October 1986 a 1,2 Megabyte floppy drive cost $147 retail, but by January 1994 it had dropped to $59 and was replaced by the 1. 44 Megabyte floppy that cost $39 in Oaober 1997. This total decline was only 73.4 percent in 11 years. The power supply experienced an almost insignificant decline in price, especially when considered relative to the total cost of the system. In 1986, a 150-watt power supply cost $85; more recently the average retail price of a 250-watt power supply (sold with a case) cost from about $30 to $60, depending on the case size. For all of these components there was little technical change and limited performance improvement. Cost savings in such basic components come from decreased labor costs, economies of scale, and small design improvements.
The PC commodity chain begins with a variety of component producers, each of which specializes in a particular component, usually distributed on the open market or supplied on an Original Equipment Manufaaurer (OEM) basis to assemblers. The various components provide different levels of value to the completed system. With the exception of operating system software, the higher value components tend to be more time sensitive and subject lo rapid price fluctuations. These components expose system assemblers to possible losses if prices drop quickly.
A disaggregated value chain and a modular product mean that it is in the interest of every pan of the value chain to encourage new competition in other segments of the value chain. So, for example, Microsoft is happy to certify microprocessors made by Intel's competitors as Microsoft-compatible, hoping that microprocessor prices will fall and consequently bring more consumers into the market. Intel, on the other hand, would be happy to have other operating systems, because that would put pressure on Microsoft's prices."^ In a disaggregated value chain, firms at each segment do everything possible to encourage lower prices in the other segments in an effort to lower the final price and increase volume. Unlike classical vertical integration, in which financial control is exercised over inputs and distribution channels in order to extract value from the entire process, and the focus of innovation is in centralized factory nodes, the PC production system's vertical disintegration means competition in nearly all parts of the value chain. Of course, the final assemblers try to pressure component prices down to increase the profits they can retain.
The PC assemblers' competitive environment is almost uniquely difficult because of the high level of risk from decreasing inventory values and price declines, both of which are entirely out of the assemblers' control. An assembled PC is actually a largely undifferentiated commodity product in the sense that differences in quality, design, and even manufaciuring efficiency are relatively minimal"" There are two basic strategic approaches which the PC assemblers can utilize to deal with this situation. The first of these is to add value through the provision of ancillary services, traditionally system integration related services, but more recently bundled software and services for the consumer market. This approach is probably best exemplified by IBM, which provides a wide range of services including pre-configured internet and e-commerce server systems, business service software (including electronic data interchange-type services such as Lotus Notes), and a wide range of system installation and ijiformation system consulting. Compaq has attempted to expand its service-related offerings, as well as diversify its product offerings in the higher value server market through its acquisition of Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) last year."** The concomitant strategy in the consumer space centers around PCs bundled with additional services, most importantly, Internet connection. Attempting to maintain or expand market share, particularly among first-time computer buyers, most PC assemblers are either offering, or are considering offering, Internet service as part of the purchase of a PC. The most recent strategy has been to charge full price of Internet service and essentially give away the PC. The recognition here is that the killer application is the ability to surf the Internet, not the other PC applications. In addition many PC assemblers are either creating, or entering into strategic relationships with, Internet portal sites and Internet retailers. The idea is to sell a range of services and products with higher margins than system hardware, and to garner repeat business from consumers locked into the Internetbased services bundled with the system."*^ Recently several PC assemblers have offered rebates to customers who agree to enter into three-year Internet service contracts with a selected ISP For example, the Korean low-cost PC marketer Emachines has a deal with AOL's CompuServe. CompuServe will rebate approximately half ($400) of the cost of an E-machines PC in exchange for a long-term service contract. E-machines recently became the number three retailer of PCs in the US.' ** The degree of product reliability, service, and support differentiates PCs, but beyond advertising and brand recognition, the main value-chain segment that the assembler can control is logistics or, in a word, time. The second strategic approach, then, is to develop high-speed logistics systems, particularly on the distribution side of the process.
Logistics: The Assembler's Response
Intense competition in both the component and finished PC markets has created a situation in which highly efficient logistics-or, more abstractly, the efficient management of time and space-have become the sine qua non of competition. The well-known and more conventionally oriented producers/-marketers of finished PCs-such as IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Compaq, Packard Bell, and AST-have been confronted with the difficulties inherent in a business model based upon efficiently assembling PCs or using an OEM producer and then shipping PCs from the factory through a conventionally struaured distribution system to the retail store. Such a model works for most traditional products, but it has significant drawbacks in the fast-changing PC industry. The PC industry is evolving from a conventional model (where assemblers rely on a just-in-time system for managing parts and component inflows in a standard three-tiered distribution system! to a model where the entire value chain, including the customer, is managed on a just-in-time basis (see Figure 1) . The low value-added in system assembly, and the constant tendency for part and component prices to drop, requires assemblers to find quicker ways to assemble systems and sell them to customers.
The focus of managerial and logistical innovation has shifted from finding more efficient economies in a discrete, usually geographically delimited space (i.e., a single factory) to efficiently managing not only supply logistics, but distribution logistics as well. The move to rethink logistics has not occurred in a vacuum; it is an adaptive strategy in response to, or made possible by, telephone sales and sophisticated point-to-point shipping systems such as Federal Express, which are revolutionizing distribution systems." Elearonic data interchange and other sophisticated manufacturing communication and coordination technologies enable the creation of highly interconnected and interactive, and extremely complex, integrated production.
Given the large variety of readily available, interchangeable components that constitute a PC, there are many possible ways to organize the value chain.
In production systems such as those for automobiles, the market for components is relatively circumscribed; an assembler utilizes some off-the-shelf parts, but many parts are designed expressly for a certain model. In contrast, PC production is a system perhaps better captured by the metaphor of a network rather than by the notion of a chain. The value chain has no single controlling entity (in the Williamsonian sense), although, as mentioned earlier, profitability is elevated for those component suppliers who occupy critical nodes in the network, e.g., the producers of key components, such as Intel and Microsoft. Since the value added in assembly is minimal, most of the value contained in a finished PC is embodied in its components. PC assemblers can add some further value by developing reliable and tested system configurations, providing technical support and service, and creating a reliable brand image.'*" PC production is globalized insofar as the component supplier chains are geographically dispersed, although in many cases these chains are dominated by U.S. firms and technologies. The PC commodity chain consists of U.S., Japanese, Korean, and Taiwanese multinational firms that produce hard disk drives, floppy disk drives, CD-ROM drives, monitors, and memory chips. In addition, there are even more smaller firms that produce mainboards, video and sound cards, network cards, keyboards, and cases in locations such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore. The markets for PCs arc globalized as well, but again, the United States is most important. The fact that the U.S. was the prime developer and earliest large-scale adopter of PC teclinoiogy, along with the size of the U.S. market, has put the U.S. assemblers in a leading position. Six of the top nine PC producers with the largest gross sales are U.S.-based (see Figure 2) ."' In unit terms, in 1998, NEC/Packard Bell had dropped to fifth, as Hewlett-Packard captured the fourth spot.'" The significant segment that is not well represented in these rankings is the Taiwanese assemblers such as Tatung, Mitac, Acer, and FIC, which (with the exception of Acer) focus mostly on the OEM market.^' The Taiwanese producers have developed sophisticated globally situated logistics systems to serve markets not only in North America, but in most parts of the rest of the world.
The key structural element of PC parts purchasing logistics is the geographically dispersed location of parts and component suppliers. Component makers and final assemblers alike must balance lower labor costs with the costs and risks of having inventory in transit. To do this, the PC industry has had lo create logistics systems that coordinate global production and are also capable of a flexible response to localized market conditions. Sourcing decisions are constantly in flux because of the velocity of change.
PC firms have recognized the importance of moving the final inclusion of the most time-sensitive components closer to the customer. This strategy is particularly crucial for final retailers because of the risk involved iii holding older PCs and parts if prices fall unexpectedly. The mail order and Internet-based retailers have adopted a system by wliich they do not have any computers in inventory. For example. Insight, a mail-order computer products distributor in Tempe, provides customers with a catalog (or Web page) of products. Insight handles the order and payment and simply arranges for a distributor or manufacturer to ship the product directly to the customer. In faa, eventually companies like Federal Express and UPS might even provide some aspects of final assembly as part of their services.^^ Another example of firms moving closer to the customer are the independent decisions by Ingram Micro and Fujitsu to move their PC assembly to Memphis, Tennessee, because it is Federal Express's hub. Tliis location will enable them to receive parts more quickly and to reduce their delivery time to retailers or final customers.
In the "standard" or three-tier model that characterized the conventional assemblers, parts and components were delivered to warehouses and stored until required for assembly. The finished PCs were then shipped through conventional distribution channels (i.e., to distributors), and then to value-added resellers (VARs) or to retail stores. This standard model did not treat inventories as the most significant problem in the entire system: in effect, time was not considered as the critical business variable. In 1998, a company such as Compaq typically had about 10 weeks of inventory, which included parts, components, and finished PCs.'' Similarly, IBM had 6 to 8 weeks of inventory in dealer channels.'" Consequently, there were 8 or more weeks during which the PC was losing value. Of course, the value erosion experienced was not a particularly serious problem as long as other vendors had similar cycles-but it did constitute a tremendous opportunity for loss. Assuming that other business variables remain constant, the assembler and value chain retaining possession of the physical product for the shortest period will be the most efficient.
The standard three-tier model is consequently in crisis. New business models that source parts and components on a just-in-time basis and move system assembly-or at least the insertion of the most time-sensitive components farther down the distribution channel ("channel assembly") toward the final customer-are being adopted to reduce inventory holding periods. The models vary. At one end of the spectrum are companies such as Dell Computer, which has the "purest" approach in the sense that it builds systems to order and ships them directly to the customer, along with the small local shops that order parts in small quantities and produce systems customized for individual customers. At the other end of the spectrum are companies such as Compaq that mass produce {and contract mass production) in a few regional centers for sale in the channel.
The physical location of final assembly is an important factor in speed of production or delivery. Longer distances generally require greater transport time than shorter distances, although the time can be reduced by locating a firm close to an airfreight hub, such as Memphis for Federal Express. In the 1980s, with somewhat slower product cycles and long inventory holding periods, location was relatively unimportant as long as transportation and communication linkages were adequate. Distribution channels were relatively slow, and markups were large for the market leaders such as IBM and Compaq. This provided a price umbrella under which low-cost producers from Asia could operate; for instance, Taiwanese OEM suppliers became prominent in the PC industry.''' Generally speaking, however, during the 1980s there was no specific regionalized locational logic in the PC industry; the locations of headquarters and assembly operations were often determined by the personal background of the founder(s) or some other contingent factor unrelated to business logistics, as in the case of Deil Computer in Austin, Texas; Compaq Computer in Houston, Texas; and Gateway in North Sioux City, South Dakota.
The most notable agglomeration of PC producers and PC component producers is in Taiwan. Taiwan's location in the PC value chain is largely that of an OEM supplier of relatively low value-added components and PCs, although finished PC producers such as Acer, Mitac, and FIC, along with a number of medium and small component producers, have tried, largely unsuccessfully in the U.S., to implement their own branded product strategies. The larger Taiwanese firms have established assembly and/or distribution operations near most large market regions such as Europe, North America/U.S.A., Latin America, the Middle East, and Asia. Acer has pushed this approach even further by establishing assembly/distribution sites in sub-regional locations; for example, in Latin America they have firms in Mexico, Chile, Brazil, and Argentina.
The main differences between logistic methodologies concern the size of the operation and the type of strategy. Figure 3 shows the various channels to the final consumers. Firms often utilize more than one methodology depending on the product(s) or the market(s), and there is a great deal of variation from firm to firm. Acer, for example, markets its own brand of computers through its global logistics (GL) system; assembles systems on an OEM basis; and produces some components including monitors, mainboards, sound and video cards, and memory. FIC and Mitac, while producing their own branded products, are largely in the OEM business. The large U.S. contract manufacturers, such as SCI Systems and Solectron, are also major OEM manufacturers. Producers such as Compaq, IBM, and Hewlett-Packard utilize various mixes of self-produced and OEM-produced systems marketed exclusively under their own brand and model names for the mass retail and corporate markets. Dell and Gateway are direct marketers that produce systems on a custom-order basis for the mass retail and corporate markets.
Global Logistics
Global logistics refers to a set of strategies designed to take advantage of capabilities and experience in globalized sourcing and distribution. The GL strategy is based on the recognition that system assembly is a low value-added, but time-sensitive, segment of the value chain. GL systems have been developed lo manage the higher-value-added portions of the value chain involving distribution, marketing, original design manufacturing (ODM), OEM manufacturing, and distribution as a complete service. The majority of the praaitioners of GL are based in Taiwan. Given their distance from the final markets, they had to develop a syslem that would protect them from component depreciation risks. Acer Computer was the pioneer of global logistics and a unique system based on a network of independently owned affiliates operating in foreign countries. Acer is not alone. For example, First International Computer (FIC) has its Global Operations, Local Fulfiliment (GOLF) system and Mitac follows what it calls a "managistic" response to market fluctuations. Acer evocatively refers to Its system as embodying the twin virtues of "global reach, local touch" and strives to operate on principles similar to the fast food industry in which "fresh technology" is brought quickly to market through local assembly and distribution outlets.*""
The basic idea of GL is to minimize risk by establishing assembly sites or global logistics centers (GLCs) in or near the principal market area. Figure 4 shows an idealized representation of the GL system. High-value components, which are also at high risk, are purchased from the best-cost location for delivery at a GLC. Components such as mainboards and video and sound cards are air freighted to North America from produaion/distribiition sites in Taiwan or elsewhere in Asia. Other lower-value components, such as power supplies, cases, floppy disk drives, or components with low rates of technical change and significant bulk, such as monitors, are shipped by sea or purchased from regionally located producers.
The Taiwanese GL producers have found a (presumably) profitable market, or at least an adequate market opportunity, in providing the U.S. producers with GL OEM manufacturing as a service. This allows U.S. firms to expand sales without having to invest in expanding capacity. For example, FIC operates an assembly facility in Austin, Texas supplying Compaq.''' The modus operandi for GL throughout the Taiwanese personal computer industry is to extract value from a number of value chain segments, though the value in any single segment may be small. So, these firms have created a system in which manufacturing (design, system development, and assembly) combined with component sourcing and distribution (logistics) is provided as a complete service to the customer. The large traditional U.S. PC marketers can use companies like Acer, FIC, Tatung, and Mitac not only as assemblers, but also as providers of design, just-intime distribution, and marketing (i.e., logistics) services. This relieves the U.S. firms of the costs and risks of adding capacity, especially for their lower price systems with thin margins.
The global logistics system pioneered by Taiwanese firms is a response to an opportunity that arose in the mid-1980s to supply U.S. firms with inexpensive components and even finished PCs on an OEM basis. They also wanted to move "upstream" and sell their own branded PCs; however, they soon recognized the difficuhies in undertaking the entire production chain in Taiwan and then exporting to foreign markets. Global logistics allow Taiwanese firms to take advantage of Asia's low-cost production and the low prices for many non-pricesensitive FC components, while permitting the insertion of the components facing rapid price erosion at the last possible moment. In large measure, the GL system overcomes the problems caused hy the 2 to 3 weeks it takes to ship a finished PC by sea freight to the U.S. or another country. In this way, the GL practitioners reordered their value chain in response to the speed of change and constant price erosion. Still, GL has some limitations, one of which is that the transit time slows reaction to market shifts. Uhimately, the GL practitioners are not a severe threat to the traditional assemblers because of their lack of brand identity, somewhat slow responsiveness, and role in assembling low-end PCs for the traditional assemblers.
Channel Assembly
In an attempt to reduce inventory exposure a number of the largest PC assemblers such as IBM, Compaq, and Hewlett-Packard are shifting some final assembly operations to distributors, thereby bringing the final product closer to the customer. Their aim is to decrease inventory, increase responsiveness, and limit price erosion. The firms handling this work are part of a broad and amorphous category called value-added resellers (VARs). VARs include distributors of relatively large parts, components, and systems and they may perform specialized system integration, system configuration (partial system assembly) services, or even whole system contract assembly for large PC marketers (see Figure 3) . Major distributor VARs include CompuCom, Ingram Micro, MicroAge, and Tech Data.^*" In addition to their traditional distribution function, the VARs stock partially built PCs and configure them for their customers, which are usually other resellers.'^ The VAR category includes large and small national or regional retailers such as CompUSA (a recent entry), and numerous small local retailers that assemble partial or complete systems on their premises-usually referred to as the 'build-your-own" market.^" Channel assembly through VARs resembles the GL system, but the critical difference is that the VARs often perform a wider range of downstream funaions-including, for instance, system delivery, installation, and service; network system development, installation, and service; and specialized system development. In effert, some VARs embed the PC in a package of services, thus obscuring the loss-of-value dynamics.
The VAR channel assembly modei also differs from the GL and OEM approaches in that VARs take their cues from their customers, offering system "solutions' based on the lines of products they distribute. According to Tony Ibarguen, president and Chief Operations Manager of Tech Data, "the ultimate goal [of channel assembly] is delivering mure value to the end user by taking significant cost out of the process, delivering a system and improving the speed and the customization and the ability to match that solution to a specific end user's requirements."^' Channel assembly enables the larger system producers to respond to the changing PC value chain without making additional large investments in production and distribution infrastructure. By shifting some final assembly into the channel, the PC firms are able to move production closer to the customer both spatially and temporally. For example, Compaq plans to make channel assembly a significant part of its overall logistics restructuring plans.'R efleaing the expansion of the channel assembly approach, Ingram Micro has recently completed construction of a new plant in Memphis, Tennessee (the Federal Express global hub) and will have three other plants in the Netherlands, China, and Canada in 1999 to serve customers such as Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Compaq.^* Channel assembly has two features that make it superior to the traditional model: first, it should shorten inventory holding periods; second, once the contract is concluded, the PC specifications are agreed upon and consequently the contractor need not be concerned about vaiue erosion because it is born by the customer. There are questions, however, about the efficacy of pushing assembly down to the retail level. Channel assembly should decrease inventory in the supply chain and, if properly managed, cut overall inventory costs. The difficulty is that it might diffuse final assembly so much that economies of scale would be lost or diminisbed. In effect, the channel assembly strategy decreases time from order to delivery while potentially raising production costs.
Direct Marketing
The most serious competitive challenge to the established PC companies comes from direct marketers sucb as Dell Computer and Gateway 2000. Tbese companies receive customer's orders before they actually build a computer. This means they do not need to hold any inventory, thereby eliminating most inventory and concomitant risk. As Figure 3 indicates, the direct marketing model reduces to an absolute minimum the number of steps from the factory to delivery of the finished PC to the customer.
The direct marketers operate a true pull system for pre-assembly inventory and distribution, ratber than a pre-assembly pull system and a distribution push system. In the case of Dell, orders are received via phone, fax, or Dell's Internet Web site. Once an order is completed and payment arrangements are confirmed, a production invoice is electronically forwarded to the production facility and the requisite parts are ordered from the vendors. Parts and components are delivered as needed per customer order from vendor warehouses located witbin 20 minutes of the Dell factory.^'' Dell subcontracts mainboards from three regional suppliers located 15 hours away in Mexico.^' The finished PCs are then packed and shipped directly to the final consumer, or to a system integration contraaor, nearly immediately after the assembly process is completed. According to Micbael Dell, they have "eleven days inventory (including) goods in transit in both directions, spare parts, the whole thing.''^'' Put differently, in 1998 Dell operated on an 11-day inventory cycle and was able to tum over its inventory thirty-three times per year.*^'
The arrangements Dell has made with its monitor supplier, Sony, are ingenious. Sony never sends the monitor to Dell; rather, when the Dell computer is completed, UPS or Airborne Express picks up the monitor from Sony's Mexican factory, matches tbe monitor and the proper computer at its delivery center, and delivers them as a package to tbe customer.^'* With tbis system Dell eliminates monitor inventory and saves approximately $30 on shipping costs.*'
Dell is organized to leverage the rapidly declining value of various PC components. Dell has recognized that the decline in value can provide an important competitive advantage to a company able to compress their supply chain and manage logistics time. Michael Dell summed it up this way:
Seven days doesn't sound like much inventory, but 168 hours does. In a business where inventory depredates by 1 percent per week, inventory is risk. A few years ago no one in this business realized what an incredible opportunity managing inventory was.™ What Michael Dell discovered is that managing inventory was a key to success in the PC business.'' Direct marketers have two significant advantages over their competitors. First, they need not be overly preoccupied with value erosion caused by throughput discontinuities. Inventories reflect only immediate real need. Since distribution is direct, minute changes in demand are registered immediately and losses attributable to faulty demand forecasts are virtually nonexistent. Even better, because input inventory is essentially managed by Dell's suppliers. Dell is nearly free of exposure to declining prices. Second, macliines are built upon receipt of payment so there are no losses from inventory waiting to be sold. In other words, the direct marketing model permits Dell to manage both upstream and downstream inventory.
Direct Marketing and Time
Business models must take into account the efferts of the continuous secular decline in component prices. PC assemblers must keep inventory to a minimum and possess components for as little time as possible. Figure 5 illustrates the direct marketer's advantage over the traditional producer's business model. Line B and Bj represent the aggregate component cost curve trending downward. B is a more gradual slope of 30 percent per annum, Bj is approximately 50 percent per annum. Tbe model assumes that the traditional firms' and the direct marketers' PCs are sold at the same point in time {Point W). For the traditional firm and its retailers, W is also the delivery time. Point U on Line A is when the traditional firm purchases the components. The loss of value they experience depends on the slope of Line B. In the more gradual case, it is the area represented by UVW. In the more rapid decline it would be the area bounded by UV| W. This graphically illustrates how a more rapid decline in component prices favors the direct marketers.
There is, however, an even more interesting phenomenon. When the direct marketer sells a computer at Point W, it does not need to deliver the computer at the time of purchase. Notice the immediate benefits memioned earher. It has no risk of unsold inventory in the channel or on its shelves. It orders what it has sold. Another advantage is that the customer bears the costs of any price decreases that occur.^^ So, at the margin, if direct marketers shipped the computer the day the order was received, neither the direct marketers nor the customer would experience any price erosion. However, if the direct marketers did not order the parts for 5 days and then received the parts in 2 days from the component vendors (and paid that day's price on delivery) its actual cost would be Point X or Xj on Lines B or Bj. In effect, the direct marketer would gain the area represented by either WXS or WXjS. Finally, the customer receives their PC on Yor Y^.Theirconsumer lossof value wouldbe WYTor WYjT. Thisisa benefit thai the traditional manufacturer camiot capture, Of course, should prices increase, an unusual and only temporary event, the direct marketer would lose. If prices were dropping 1 percent per week on a $3,000 computer, this is $30 in profit. A similar advantage shows up in the cash fiow situation. According to a recent article in Fortune. "Dell has a cash-conversion cycle-the difference between the time it pays its creditors and the time it takes to get paid -of negative 8 days."'* The most interesting point about the direct marketing model is the faster the price declines, i.e., the slope of Line B, the better the situation becomes and the worse it is for the non-direct marketers.
The direa marketing approach is a significant advance in that it not only deals very efficiently with the problem of declining component prices by turning it to its advantage; in addition, it has some control over its profits by just stretching out the time required to deliver customers' orders. The direct marketing model reverses the usual process whereby revenues are collected after the product is manufactured. For most customers a wait of 2 or 3 weeks for delivery is not a problem; in fact, many customers probably expect even longer waits. Since Dell is essentially able to produce a PC in one day, it can, in effect, use the time factor by making delivery (i.e., building the machine) with a time lag acceptable to the customer.
To test this theory about the delivery system, we gathered data ahout University of California, Davis, computer purchases from a major direct marketer. We found that for 159 purchases of desktop, notebook, and server PCs from July 30, 1997 to January 30, 1998, the average elapsed time from when the purchase order was faxed to the direct marketer to the delivery date was 19.01 days. The shortest wait was 7 days and the longest was 37 days. If we generously assume an average of 5 days delivery time, then an average of 14 days remains to complete the PC. If it is assumed, very generously, that parts ordering and manufaauring actually consume 5 days, then there is 9 or more days during which prices can decline from the purchase cost.
The direct marketers' approach, as well as the development of the global logistics model, are the key drivers of structural change in PC production and distribution. The direct marketing method represents a "virtual" response to the component price decline problem. Of course, there are limitations to the direct marketing model, since many customers are uneasy about ordering computers by phone or Internet, or they are concerned about the quality and availability of service and thus still prefer to deal with a local retailer or a VAR. Despite these obstacles, the direct marketers continue to capture market share.
The success of the direct marketing model, both in terms of managing component price declines and production efficiency, is forcing conventional assemblers (e.g., IBM, Compaq, Packard Bell) to make significant changes in their own logistics.^'' Compaq, currently the PC assembler with the largest overail market share, has begun to implement a number of important adjustments to its production logistics system.'"* Under its Optimized Distribution Model, Compaq will ship partialiy configured computers to VARs where final configuration will take place.'* In addition, Compaq plans to start producing computers for the business market (large accounts) on a made-to-order basis." In 1999, Compaq began a major effort to sell PCs over the Internet. IBM has implemented its Advanced Fulfillment Initiative and reduced dealer inventories by about 4 weeks.'* Packard Bell has similar plans to move from a forecast-based production model to one in which machines are built to order for business customers." Packard Bell's approach will be to stock a supply of parts and components so that orders can be filled within 5 days of being placed. Given the large inventory that the traditional producers currently hold, decreased inventory will increase their competitiveness. Yet, the direct marketers continue to have the advantage of removing risk through their build-after-sale model and the ability to benefit from component price declines that occur after a sale is made.
The response by the assemblers such as Compaq and IBM to the direct marketing threat has alarmed some distributors and retailers who fear that these companies are aiming to bypass them completely. The traditional manufaaurers face a difficult situation because their logistics system suffers from an inherent inefficiency. The recent introduction of sub-$1000 machines does not address the dirert marketing challenge because the system still lacks the temporal advantages of the direct marketers. The more powerful response appears to be ihe integration of the PC into a package of services. In other words, the PC becomes a physical component of a total information technology solution. This is IBM's advantage when it provides a firm with a bundle of services and equipment. When Compaq purchased DEC in late 1998, it acquired DEC'S service and sales organization, whose competency was in providing total solutions for business customers.*° Although not driven by the typical "market versus hierarchy" concerns identified by Williamson*" and Coase" (such as "hold-up"), integration provides value to the customer and submerges the devaluation dynamic in the total solution.^^ However, this development is unlikely to be sufficient to stymie the growth of the direct marketers.
Conclusion
Time management has always been a challenge for manufacturers and distributors. Marketers of perishable food and clothing also face the problem of getting their produas to market before their value erodes.^'' Conventional manufacturers strive to match inventories with demand in the most efficient way possible. What distinguishes the PC industry is how time management has become a crucial competitive weapon. The evolution of Dell's system poses a stunning challenge to the PC industry: Virtually all the recent structural change in PC production is a response to Dell and Gateway-and to the small VARs, whose low overhead and proximity to the customer has enabled them to gamer about 30 percent of the market collectively. Conventional PC assemblers are thus faced with two strategic responses; develop more efficient ordering distribution logistics and/or expand their service capabilities so that the PC price is submerged in a larger contract.
The primary importance of distribution logistics in the PC industry raises two important questions. The first concerns the applicability of the direct market model to the PC industry as a whole. Will the direct marketing approach eventually become the industry-wide norm? It is likely thai Dell and Gateway will continue to be quite successful, but their model may be limited to the high-and medium-cost market segments. Dell's avoidance of the low-end boxes reflects not only its drive for higher-margin segments, but its reliance on a largely institutional consumer base. Currently, Dell's market base prefers more powerfully configured systems, but its price per PC will erode.
Traditionally, Dell has eschewed building its own service infrastructure. It relies on independent local PC service firms, the sophistication of its customer base, and the system integrator VARs that install Dell products. This allows a nearly fanatical focus on production and distribution logistics having a profoundly positive impact on Dell's balance sheet. It also avoids the high overhead costs of more service-oriented firms such as Compaq/Digital and IBM, but ignores the sizable part of the market that desires integrated solutions. But, here again. Dell is searching for ways to become involved in service-intensive sales and marketing without abandoning its current advantages. Other companies, such as Compaq, are seeking to augment their service and integration capabilities while simultaneously attempting to mimic Dell by utilizing some variant of channel assembly and developing their own direct sales systems. This bifurcated strategy is risky in that system integration services require expensive overhead, and direct sales efforts threaten to alienate existing distribution channels. Given current PC market structure, one of Dell's main strengths is its ability to maintain the purity of its direct marketing model.
Dell's influence then, is based primarily on how it deals with the problem of loss of value as a function of time. Thus we come to the second important question which relates to the influence of the PC industry's logistics management on other industries. Does the PC industry represent the cutting edge of a manufacturing and distribution system that will eventually spread to the economy as a whole? Even if other businesses are not directly influenced by changes in the PC industry, the generic issues-information exchange, rapid product development, manufacturing throughput, and rapid distribution of products to market-cut across many industries. The unique qualities of the PC-such as its modular construction and deverticalized industry structure, strong universally accepted interface standards, high level of configurability, rapid component innovation, and its fragmented market-make it unlikely that the kind of channel assembly and direct marketing approaches utilized in PCs could be transferred wholesale to all other products. And yet, as integrated circuitry becomes an ever-greater proportion of the value of other products, production of such goods might also begin to be driven by PC-like price trajeaories. If these tendencies continue, then new business models based on managing price erosion may become more prevalent.
Abernathy et al. provide a detailed, exhaustive discussion of the increasing efforts to control logistics and time in the garment industry."^ Baldwin and Clark argue that automobiles are becoming more modular and some hyperbolically suggest that automobiles are becoming "chips* on wheels.** More generally, many industries such as machine tools, telecommunications equipment, and publishing are experiencing accelerated rates of change leading to increasingly powerful loss-of-value dynamics. In August 1999, Toyota announced that its Canadian factory would be the first of its plants to move to a five-day turnaround on customer-ordered autos. If customer ordering can be implemented nationally, then the 30-to-60 days of inventory in the pipeline could be eliminated at an enormous savings in inventory, depreciation, and other costs. This is the establishment of the preconditions for applying the direct marketing model to autos.
Ultimately, the application of the Internet to PCs and every other industry means that the direct marketing model pioneered in PCs will be adopted by ever more industries. In this sense, the PC industry is a "model system" for managers in almost every other industry. Innovative managers should be able to find w much to inspire them from this case study of the management of PC produaion logistics. Opportunities may be found to adapt the advantages of channel assembly, direct marketing, and even modularity to new or existing product lines. It is likely that in the next decade students of business organization will trace, at least partially, the origins of new value-chain management methods to the current era of PC value-chain management. Within the IBM standard, which is the subject of this article, there is essentially one standard architecture: Intel CPU-based systems running Microsoft operating system software. Insofar as the "Wintel" architecture is an open system that holds a dominant position in the market, the various component and application software producers must market products that conform to the standard. The primary points of differentiation concern CPU speed, the amount of memory, the software bundle, and the perceived quality and reputation of the marketer. In the past few years, some producers have attempted to differentiate their products through the design of the box, in most cases with a sophisticated design, in a color other than
Notes

